The integra.tion of auditory and visual speech is observed when modes specify different places of articulation.
Experiment 1 evaluated the influence of category structure on combination and fusion responses. Visual stimuli were from a previous study (/aba/ and /agd produced by a female talker; 4). Auditory tokens were modeled after natural productions of /aga/ and /aba/ by a female talker. Consonants in each set of auditory tokens were distinguished by varying F2 and F3 onset frequencies at 90 MEL steps. Consonants were identified as /b/, /g/, /bg/, /d/, or /a/in auditory, visual, and auditory-visual conditions. Goodness also was rated for auditory /g/ and ib/ (I-7). Visual identification approached perfect accuracy. Auditory identification and goodness ratings are summarized in Probabilities of combination and fusion responses in the auditory condition were subtracted from the corresponding probabilities in McGurk conditions to estimate actual combination and fusion rates. These estimates are summarized for stimuli in each auditory category in Figure 2 . A high rate of combinations (left) was obtained, averaging above 50 percent. Fusion rates were low (right). This probably is due to visual features, since similar results were obtained with the same visual stimulus and natural auditory tokens (4) . Combination and fusion rates were fairly consistent across stimuli, and response tendency was more proportional to auditory identification than goodness. Several stimulus pairs (e.g.. encircled pairs, Figure 1 ) differed in goodness @x.05), but neither in auditory identification nor combination/fusion rate. Thus, goodness may not be critical to incidence of the McGurk effect. 
EXPERIMENT 2: SIMILARITY RATINGS
The fmding that auditory identification may be sufficient to predict the McGurk effect is consistent with the integration of categorical information. However, a stronger test would examine representations evoked under auditory and auditory-visual conditions. One method for studying phoneme representations uses MDS of similarity ratings for pairs of stimuli, where solutions reflect perceptual distances between stimuli. Distance shrinks near the best exemplar, indicating difficulty in distinguishing stimuli that physically resemble the representation of a category (5) .
Discrepant auditory-visual information should not be represented together because observers usually do not experience such exemplars. Similar MDS solutions for auditory and McGurk conditions thus should reflat auditory representation, and possibly, categorical integration. Similarity ratings (l-7) therefore were collected for auditory /g/ tokens under three conditions: auditory, auditory + visual /b/. and auditory + visual lg./. No ratings were made if stimuli were perceived as out-ofcategory.
@ beat auditory /gl MDS solutions are shown in Figure 3 . In the auditory condition (left) perceptual distance shrunk around the best lg./ (stress = .079, RSQ = .980). When auditory stimuli were combined with a visual/b/ (middle), perceptual distance again shrunk around the best/g/ (stress = .056, RSQ = .987), despite rating the similarity of /abga/ percepts. Both solutions were driven by one dimension, F2 onset (auditory: stress = .120, RSQ = .964; +visual /b/: stress = .124. RSQ = .954). The best auditory-visual /bg/ has since been determined to be in a different location than the best auditory /g/. Both solutions thus appear to reflect auditory representation. A matching visual /g/ (right) resulted in stimuli that were highly similar, with minimal perceptual distance (stress = .099; RSQ = .966). Subsequent tests have indicated that a matching visual token increases the goodness of poor auditory tokens.
CONCLUSIONS
Since auditory representations were preserved under discrepant auditory-visual conditions, integration in the McGurk effect may be post-categorical. However, the contrasting evidence that was obtained when sources indicated the same category suggests that integration may take place earlier under more typical viewing conditions. Ongoing studies are collecting similarity data for fusion conditions to provide a more complete evaluation of integration level.
